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Executive summary 
 
The GET Service platform will not exist as a singular entity, but as part of a larger whole in the 
vision of the European Wide Service Platform (EWSP). The interface of the GET Service platform 
therefore needs to be prepared for compatibility and interoperability with other service platforms by 
adhering to existing messaging standards and service platforms. 
 
The objective of Task 2.1 of the GET Service project is to survey the existing and implemented 
messaging standards and reference architectures in the transportation and logistics domain. This 
deliverable documents the results of Task 2.1. The standards that are defined have to be compared 
to the requirements of the GET Service platform (as defined in (Treitl, Rogetzer, et al., GET Service 
Project – Deliverable 1.2: Requirements analysis 2013)) to investigate the extent to which these 
standards can be re-used. 
 
Existing message standards will therefore be re-used as much as possible in the GET Service 
project to ensure potential integration with other platforms and systems used in the transport and 
logistics domain (both in the public and private sectors). In particular the e-Freight project, in which 
task leader Portbase and project partners Jan de Rijk and PTV have been involved, will be 
investigated in this task. 
 
Based upon the requirements delivered in (Treitl, Rogetzer, et al., GET Service Project – 
Deliverable 1.2: Requirements analysis 2013), a context model, component model and storyboard 
have been developed, to realise an overview of the required information flows. The next step was 
investigating to what extent these information flows exist and which message standards are 
available and used. For non-existing or non-usable existing information flows, it was examined to 
what extent the e-Freight framework can be used for the objectives of the GET Service project. In 
this e-Freight framework, a set of coherent message standards have been developed specifically for 
the transport and logistics domain. 

The main conclusion of this task is that, based on the requirements and the storyboard, most of the 
required information flows are currently available and are covered by existing messaging standards. 
Platforms like Port Community Systems are capable of translating the information exchange for 
different standards. The exchanged information via these platforms concerns administrative, 
planning and operational data. This data is needed for the objectives of the GET Service project: 
based upon this data, planning options can be calculated and transport can be monitored to 
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the transport. 

The GET Service project will not try to re-invent existing information exchange mechanisms related 
to data relevant to the GET Service platform. Adopting new standards will require changes in market 
players' current systems and that would reduce the adoption rate of the GET Service platform in the 
market. Furthermore, the effort of re-developing messaging standards (designing, developing, 
implementing) is too high for the life cycle of the project. 

Real-time data must be added to the existing dataset to bring the planning and control functions to a 
higher level (as envisioned for the GET Service platform). The data is available, as on-board 
computers, AIS transponders, and GPS devices are widely present in the current market, but overall 
connection of these devices has not yet been realised.  

Port Community Systems have part of the real-time data, mainly on events occurring in the ports. 
Real-time data on the transport modes travelling on the connected infrastructure (road, rail, inland 
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waterways from and to the port) is currently lacking. This information is needed to create a more 
reliable planning and operation of multi-modal logistics. The real-time data should be mapped on 
the ‘static’ planning data, in order to gain full control of the transportation and be able to check for 
deviations in the transportation process. The GET Service platform is designed to provide this 
connectivity. Message standards to exchange this kind of real-time information are not yet broadly 
implemented. 

The GET Service project also deals with new information flows, which are not in place yet and are 
not covered via other information exchanges. These new information flows are: 
 

• from infrastructure managers to GET Control (status of infrastructures); 
• from transport service providers to GET Control (voyage schemes, capacity); 
• from the logistic service providers to GET Routing (transport options). 

For real-time information and new information flows, the following messages from the e-Freight 
framework have been examined: 

• Transport progress status (TPS) 
• Transport service description (TSD) 
• Transport Status (TS) 
• Multimodal electronic waybill (MWB) 

 
Concluded is that these standards are applicable in the GET context. The GET Service core 
platform will be designed so that if actors in the logistic chain request to make use of these e-Freight 
messages, the platform will be able to facilitate this.  
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1 Introduction 
 
This deliverable presents the results of the investigation of message standards needed in the 
domain of logistics and transport for the GET Service project. This section provides the background 
to this deliverable by presenting the goal of the project as a whole, the goal of the work package of 
which the deliverable is a part, and the goal of the deliverable itself. It then goes on to present the 
approach that was used to arrive at that goal. 
 

1.1 Project goal 
 
The GET Service platform provides transportation planners with the means to plan transportation 
routes more efficiently and to respond quickly to unexpected events during transportation [10]. It 
therefore connects to existing transportation management systems and improves on their 
performance by enabling sharing of selected information between transportation partners, logistics 
service providers and authorities. In particular, the GET Service platform consists of components 
that:  

(i) enable aggregation of information from the raw data that is shared between partners and 
transportation information providers;  

(ii) facilitate planning and re-planning of transportation based on that real-time information; 
and  

(iii) facilitate real-time monitoring and control of transportation, as it is being carried out by 
own resources and partner resources. By providing this functionality, the GET Service 
platform aims to reduce the number of empty kilometres driven, improve the modal split, 
and reduce transportation times and slack, as well as response times to unexpected 
events during transportation. It will therefore reduce CO2 emissions and improve 
efficiency. 

 

1.1 Work package goal 
 
In Work Package 2 of this project, the objectives are to: 

• Develop a detailed architecture, in line with the high-level architecture from Figure 3, which 
governs the integration of the different components of the GET Service platform. 

• Ensure integration of the GET service platform with other components of the European Wide 
Service Platform. 

• Develop the core components of the GET Service platform. 

• Integrate the components of the GET Service platform, developed in this WP and in WP3-
WP7, into an operational platform.  
 

1.2 Deliverable goal 
 
The GET Service platform will not exist as a singular entity, but as part of a larger whole in the 
vision of the European Wide Service Platform (EWSP). The interface of the GET Service platform 
therefore needs to be prepared in line with other service platforms, by adhering to existing 
messaging standards and service platforms. 
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In this Task 2.1 the objective is to survey the existing and implemented messaging standards and 
reference architectures from the transportation and logistics domain. The standards that are defined 
have to be compared with the requirements of the GET Service platform (D1.2) to investigate the 
extent to which these standards can be re-used. 
 
In the GET service project existing message standards will be re-used as much as possible to 
ensure potential integration with other platforms and systems used in the transport and logistics 
domain (public and private). 
	  
In particular the e-Fright project [11], in which task leader Portbase was also involved, will be 
investigated in this task. 
 

1.3 Approach 
 

Based upon the requirements delivered (Treitl, Rogetzer, et al., GET Service Project – Deliverable 
1.2: Requirements analysis 2013), a context model, component model and storyboard were 
developed to realise an overview of the information flows needed. Subsequently it was investigated 
to what extent these information flows exist and which message standards are available and used. 
For non-existing or non-usable existing information flows, the extent to which the e-Freight 
framework [11] can be used for the objectives of the GET Service project was examined. In this e-
Freight framework a set of coherent message standards were developed specifically for the 
transport and logistics domain. 
 

1.4 Deliverable structure 
 
The remainder of this deliverable is structured as follows: 

- Chapter 3 describes the role of the architecture in the GET Service project, specifically for 
the business architecture. It describes how the project defines the actors and information 
needs. It provides a detailed description of the information flows addressed by the GET 
Service project. This is the basis for Chapter 4.  

- In Chapter 4, we describe which message standards are used in the current market and 
where standards are missing in the GET Service context. The e-Freight framework is 
examined and whether it can be used to fill the gap of the missing standards is assessed. 

- Chapter 5 concludes this deliverable.  
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2 GET business architecture 
 
This chapter describes the business architecture for the GET Service project.  
 
An important view in the architecture is the actor view. Which actors are involved, what is their role, 
what is the information need in relation to the objective of the GET Service project and what 
systems and message standards are used? Based on this view a storyboard has been developed to 
create a common understanding of the business process, the related information need (information 
flows) and the existing / implemented information systems and message standards.  
 

2.1 Objectives for the GET architecture 
 
The main objectives for the GET architecture are: 
 

• to provide a firm foundation for all work packages in the GET project; 
• to create a common understanding, from abstract to detailed level; 
• to place boundaries and guidelines; 
• to make the implicit explicit. 

 
In the project everything is provided and developed according to architecture to ensure that all of 
the components can work together. Moreover, it leads to a maintainable, useable and coherent end 
situation. 
  
For this task the objective of the architecture is to create a common understanding for the business 
process and related information need. 

2.2 Set-up of the GET architecture 
 
One component of the architecture is the context model. The context model shows the context in 
which the GET platform operates, by representing the interactions that the platform has with (the 
systems of) other stakeholders in the transportation value chain. Figure 1 shows the context model 
of the GET Service platform. As shown in this model, the GET Service platform interacts with the 
following stakeholders: 
 

• Transport service providers (TSP) 
• Logistic service providers (LSP) 
• Truck drivers, train drivers and skippers 
• Infrastructure information providers 
• Port community systems 
• Terminal/depot operators 
• Customs 
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Figure 1. Context model of the GET Service platform 

The stakeholders and the interactions that the GET Service platform has with them are described in 
more detail below: 
 
• A transport service provider (TSP) is a company that provides the physical transport. A TSP can 

be chartered by one or more LSPs, or act as both roles (in case of Jan de Rijk). A TSP uses a 
transport management system (TMS). 

 
• A TSP provides voyage schedules and capacity information to the GET Service platform, which 

the GET Service platform uses to generate transport options for the LSPs. A TSP receives 
information from the GET Service platform on the capacity that has been booked or is still 
available. 

 
• A driver/skipper is employed by a TSP. The relation between the driver/skipper and the role of 

his/her employer is relevant for proper authorisation. On-board systems are always linked to the 
TMS of a TSP. The current assumption is that GET will be coupled directly to these systems. 

 
• A driver/skipper provides status and location information (“whereabouts”) to the GET Service 

platform by means of on-board devices, apps and/or phone. This information can be sent 
directly to the GET Service platform, or via the TMS of the TSP. 

 
• An infrastructure information provider distributes information on traffic, tides, bridges and locks. 
 
• The GET Service platform can subscribe to events that contain infrastructure status information, 

which are generated by infrastructure information providers. However, it does not send any 
information back to these parties. 
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• A port community system (PCS) handles communication between terminal/depot operators, 
freight LSPs, TSPs and customs. It can integrate, translate and check information. Based upon 
events (e.g. status changes of cargo; arrival times) it can inform the actors involved, with usage 
of authorisation and authentication rules.  

 
• A PCS receives transport plans from LSPs/TSPs and sends these to terminals/depot operators. 

It also receives updates from LSPs/TSPs, which are used to inform the terminal/depots on the 
updated transport plan. The acknowledgement from the terminal/depot is sent back to the 
LSP/TSP. 

 
• A PCS sends an acknowledgement from a terminal/depot for a transport plan to the GET 

Service platform. The GET Service platform uses this acknowledgement as the actual 
transportation plan, which it can then use to create transportation options for (other) LSPs/TSPs. 

 
• An LSP organises the transport of goods. A LSP can charter one or more TSPs, or act as both 

roles (in case of Jan de Rijk). 
 
• A LSP receives a booking from importers/exporters. After receiving capacity options from the 

GET Service platform, the transport plan is created and sent to the GET Service platform. The 
LSP receives constant status updates and/or alternative transport plans from the GET Service 
platform. The LSP can decide how to act upon this information. Depending on the response of 
the LSP, the GET Service platform can automatically update the transport plan and update the 
export declarations. 

 
The context model can be translated into the components of the GET Service architecture that are 
shown in Figure 2. The components that can be distinguished are: 
 

• Client platforms, owned by TSPs, PCSs and LSPs 
• Client devices, owned by drivers/skippers 
• Infra platforms, owned by infrastructure information providers 
• The Core GET Service Platform 
• The Extended GET Service Platform 
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Figure 2. GET Service components 

The Core GET Service platform correlates and aggregates the external events from multiple 
Infrastructure & client platforms. It also contains an information warehouse, which stores static (e.g. 
schedules, master data) and dynamic (e.g. capacity) data. The aggregated events are published or 
can be retrieved by client platforms or the Extended GET Platform. The platform in the GET Service 
project is provided by the Portbase Port Community System (PCS). 
 
The Extended GET Service platform is the part of the platform that combines aggregated events, 
capacity and schedule information, and initial transport plans from the LSP. From this information it 
distils alternative options for a transport plan which the LSP can use. It also contains a plan & 
process warehouse which stores static (plans) and dynamic instance (process) data. 
 
The interaction between the components identified in Figure 2 can be depicted as shown in  

Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Messages between GET Service components 

The architecture for the GET Service project will be further designed and developed in Task 2.2 of 
this project (Deliverables 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). 
 

2.3 Storyboard 
 
Based upon the requirements delivered in (Treitl, Rogetzer, et al., GET Service Project – 
Deliverable 1.2: Requirements analysis 2013), a storyboard was developed, to realise an overview 
of the information flows needed. The storyboard was developed within this Task 2.1, as it is relevant 
to the architecture. It is important to stress that the actual development has been done with all 
partners in the project consortium. This was done to ensure that a common understanding was 
established on how the logistic actors operate, which information is needed and/or created when 
and how the GET Service should interact with the actors. For this task the storyboard is relevant for 
depicting the information needed and concluding what is and what is not already in place with 
respect to the exchange of information.  

The storyboard details the message flows t identified in  

Figure 3, by showing the information flows that are included between all actors involved in logistic 
chain. These information flows represent messages, which currently are being used by the actors. 
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Figure 4. Storyboard export user story 

The flows in the storyboard are numbered. The numbers represent the “order” of the business 
process and related information flow.  
 
The storyboard depicts what GET should address (the “new” icon in figure 4) and what systems and 
information flows are already in place (no “new” icon). Via the GET core platform (in this storyboard 
represented by the Port Community System), the GET services (routing and control) receive and/or 
collect the information needed for its task (deliver transport options to the logistic service provider, 
control the actual transport, and signal when problems occur and action should be considered).  
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3 Messages in logistics 
 
This section presents existing messaging standards (in relation to the storyboard depicted in Figure 
4) and discusses how they can be used in the context of the GET Service platform. 

3.1 Message standards 
 
The information exchange between the actors mentioned in the context model is implemented via 
different message types / standards. The three standards most commonly used are: 
 

• EDIFACT [1] (e.g. shipping lines, terminal operators, customs): 
o Shipping lines have invested in global carrier systems, which are EDI based. These 

systems will not be replaced in the short term;  
o The standard being used is the UN EDIFACT standard; 
o An example is the set of messages for container handling [2]. 

• EDIFACT XML (UN/CEFACT working groups) [3] 
• Business Logistics XML (e.g. LSP): 

o The larger LSP and TSP companies use their own transport management systems 
(TMS), in which they create the transport planning and follow the execution of the 
transport. These systems can handle multiple message standards, as XML and 
EDIFACT. 

o Upcoming standard is the SOAP/XML protocol for web services [4]. 
• GUI & Excel uploads / downloads (e.g. small TSP) 

 
The information can be sent via various channel technologies (transfer protocols), for instance: 
 

• (Secure) HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP/HTTPS) [5] 
• (Secure) File Transfer Protocol (FTP/FTPS) [6] 
• Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) [7] 
• Message Queuing Protocol (MQ) [8], e.g. using IBM’s WebSphere MQ [9] 

 
Which channel is used depends on the agreement between the partners involved in the 
communication. The transfer protocols marked with (s) will securely transfer the data between 
partners. The data will be encoded during transmission and decoded by the receiving party. 
 
The GET core platform should be able to handle the above-mentioned standards and by doing this 
it will increase the adoption rate of the GET services. The messages are in place and commonly 
used and therefore little investment is needed to connect and exchange information. 
 
The GET core platform should be able to translate messages to various types and handle multiple 
channels to create large-scale connectivity and usability. Platforms like Port Community Systems 
are capable of translating the information exchange for different standards (e.g. EDIFACT towards 
business logistics XML) and are doing this for large communities (Portbase currently serves over 
2800 organisations). These platforms make use of multiple channels to interface between the actors 
involved. 
 
The information exchanged via these platforms concerns mainly administrative, planning and 
operational data. The platforms ensure that information exchange towards public authorities (e.g. 
customs, harbour master, SafeSeaNet [12], inspection agencies) complies with the latest legislation 
and regulations.  
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The data exchanged via the community platforms is needed for the objectives of the GET Service 
project: based on this data planning options can be calculated and transport monitored to make it 
more efficient and effective.  

The GET Service project should not make an effort to change this existing exchange of information 
that contains data relevant to the GET Services,. This effort (designing, developing, implementing) 
is too high for the life cycle of the project and it would also will lead to changes in market players' 
current systems. This would lower the adoption rate of the GET Services by the market.  

Real-time data must be added to the existing dataset for exchange to bring the planning and control 
functions to a higher level. At present there are many systems to provide this type of data, but there 
is no centralised system which covers this. Port Community Systems have part of the data, mainly 
on events occurring in the ports (e.g. gate-in and gate-out data of hinterland modes of transport at 
the gates of terminals; actual time of arrival data of sea vessels; status data on the cargo of sea 
vessels). Real-time data on the transport modes travelling on the connected infrastructure (road, 
rail, inland waterways from and to the port) is currently lacking, however. This information is needed 
in order to create a more reliable planning and operation. The GET Service project aims to provide 
this. 

As mentioned, the data is available, but its availability has not yet been centralised. On-board 
computers, AIS transponders, and GPS devices are widely present in the current market, but overall 
connection of these devices has not yet been realised. This implies that the information distilled 
from the data from these devices (e.g. updates on expected times of arrival, traffic jams, or water 
levels) cannot be used for planning the entire supply chain, but only for parts of the network. 
Furthermore, a large group of transport companies do not at present have any devices to monitor 
capacity and actual transport. It should be noted that after administrating and exchanging the 
transport plan and/or other administrative information, planners and transport service providers tend 
to inform each other via other means of communication (e.g. phone). Consequently, information is 
not made available to other parties in the logistic chain. As this chain is a network of different 
chains, the information vital for gaining an overall view and keep track of the planning and 
operation.  

Message standards to exchange real-time information are not broadly implemented. The e-Freight 
project could fill in this gap. 
 

3.2 e-Freight 

3.2.1 Introduction 
 
The e-Freight project (FP7 project, Grant Agreement number: 233758) [11] has developed: 
 

• a standard framework for freight information exchange, the e-Freight Framework;  
• a single European transport document for all carriage of goods, from now on referred to as 

the Multimodal eWaybill; 
• a single window concept that may be used for all forms of reporting to all authorities; 

independent of mode or combination of modes of transport; 
• the e-Freight Connectivity Infrastructure.  

 
In this report the framework and the according messages where examined.  
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3.2.2 Framework 
 
The main source for the text and scheme in this paragraph is the e-Freight deliverable on Policy 
Recommendations [13]. The text in italics is taken from this E-freight deliverable.  
 
The e-Freight Framework promotes a holistic solution for information management in the transport 
and logistics domain and is developed using a top-down approach guided by the following 
architectural components:  

• A reference model breaking down the entire transport and logistics domain into manageable 
subdomains each of which addresses responsibility areas;  

• A set of roles pertinent for each subdomain, each role having its particular responsibilities 
within a subdomain;  

• A set of processes defining relevant workflows for functions performed by the roles;  
• A set of defined Interfaces describing relevant information flow between the subdomains.  

 
In the e-Freight Framework four essential roles are identified:  
 

• Logistics service client (LSC), the role representing anyone that searches for logistics 
services; books logistics services and follows up the execution of logistics services.  

• Logistics service provider (LSP), the role that plans, markets and executes logistics services. 
The requirements for the services are collected from the logistics service client.  

• Transportation network manager (TNM), the role that extracts all information available 
regarding the infrastructure (static or dynamic) related to planning and executing transport 
and makes this information available to the logistics service provider.  

• Transport regulator (TR), the role that receives all mandatory reporting (and checks if 
reporting has been carried out) to ensure that all transport services are completed according 
to existing rules and regulations. The transport regulator is responsible for the necessary 
clearance of the goods.  

 
Compared with the storyboard in Chapter 3.3 of this document, we can note the following: 
 

• Logistics service client is the customer, the LSP (in case of merchant haulage) or the 
shipping line/agent (in case of carrier haulage) 

• Logistics service provider is the LSP and/or TSP (in case of 4PL the LSP plans and books, 
the TSP executes) 

• Transportation network manager is the infrastructure manager 
• Transport regulator is customs  

 
Each of these roles is associated with a domain. The domains and the information exchanged 
between them are illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. e-Freight; Domain and information exchange 

An overview of the information exchanged between the different domains is:  
 
Between Logistics Demand and Logistics Supply:  
 

• TSD – Transport service description, a description of available transport services in a format 
that enables automatic detection and links of services into transport chains.  

• TEP – Transport execution plan, describing what is to be transported, the origin and 
destination, the timing, and links to the terms and conditions (equivalent to the ticket for air 
transport of people).  

• GII – Goods item Itinerary, describing the different segments through which the cargo will be 
transported (similar to the itinerary provided with air transport of people).  

• TS – Transportation status, providing status of progress and cargo (and vehicle) condition  
• MWB – The multimodal electronic Waybill (eWaybill) – previously called the Single Transport 

Document in the context of the e-Freight project - the content of which is being developed in 
the e-Freight project. The liability issues are investigated by the Finnish project InterTran7.  

 
Between Logistics Supply and Cooperative Systems  
 

• TPS – Transport progress status, enabling interaction between logistics services provider 
and transportation network manager in order to establish the most reliable estimated arrival 
time for a given vehicle at a given port, terminal, etc. In previous versions of the Framework, 
this was called transport operation status (TOS).  

 
Between Logistics Supply and Supply Chain Security and Compliance  
 

• CRS – Common reporting scheme, including all information necessary for all forms of 
reporting to authorities, independent of the mode of transport and geography in Europe.  

• SDM – Security data message, message format for transmitting information about the status 
of container seals and other information that may be recorded by such seals. 
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3.2.3 Usability of the e-Freight framework in GET 
 
As described in Chapter 4.1, in the current situation the main message standards used are 
EDIFACT, EDIFACT XML, Business Logistics XML and GUI. The information exchange, which 
contains the needed information for the task of the GET services, is covered by these implemented 
message standards that are used by both industry and government. Changing this in the GET 
project is an unfeasible objective as the business case is simply not there (yet). 
 
For booking, ordering and pre-notifying (administrative/planning) the information exchange is in 
place and can be used in the GET project. The Get project does not need to focus on these 
information exchanges when it comes to designing the messages. Of course the GET project should 
focus on what information is needed besides the existing information exchange. This is done in 
Deliverable 1.2 of the GET project. 
 
For current cargo statuses (e.g. gate-in, discharged, Customs block), the information is present as 
well. Just like the administrative/planning information, this is covered by existing information 
exchanges. 
 
When it comes to reporting to the government (in the storyboard for the export user story 
represented by the Customs), it is unlikely that the government will adopt the e-Freight message 
standard (the CRS).  
 
The GET Service project also deals with new information flows, which are not in place yet and are 
not covered via other information exchanges. These new information flows are: 
 

• from infrastructure managers to GET Control (status of infrastructures); 
• from transport service providers to GET Control (voyage schemes, capacity); 
• from the logistic service providers to GET Routing (transport options). 

 
For these information flows the e-Freight messages could deliver a foundation to set-up the 
information exchange needed. This implies that the following messages could be examined by the 
work packages involved in designing the information exchange and the interface definitions needed 
in the GET project: 
 

• TPS – Transport progress status;  
• TSD – Transport service description;  
• TS – Transportation status;  
• MWB – The multimodal electronic waybill (eWaybill);  

 
In figure 6 these E-freight messages are positioned in the storyboard, in order to clarify who and 
when (during the process of transportation) these messages could be used.  
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Figure 6. Position of e-Freight messages in storyboard export case 
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4 Conclusion 
 
In the current situation, the main message standards used in logistics are EDIFACT, EDIFACT 
XML, Business Logistics XML and GUI. The information exchange that contains the information 
needed for the functionality of the services to be offered by the GET Service platform is covered by 
these message standards. These message standards are used both by the commercial domain 
(business organisations) and the public domain (government and semi-government institutions). 
Redesigning these messaging standards in the GET project is not feasible  from an effort point of 
view and is undesirable from an interoperability point of view. The main focus of the GET Service 
project is to deliver a proof of concept that provides transportation planners and drivers of 
transportation vehicles with the means to plan, re-plan and control transportation routes efficiently 
while reducing CO2 emissions. 
 
The main conclusion of this task is that, based on the requirements and the storyboard, most of the 
information exchange needed is currently available and is covered by existing message standards. 
Platforms like Port Community Systems are capable of translating the information exchange for 
different standards (e.g. EDIFACT, business logistics XML) and are doing this for large 
communities. This information concerns administrative, planning and operational data. This data is 
needed for the objectives of the GET Service project: based upon this data planning options can be 
calculated and transport can be monitored to make it more efficient and effective.  

The GET Service project will not try to re-invent existing information exchange mechanisms related 
to data relevant to the GET Service platform. Adopting new standards will require changes in market 
players' current systems and that would reduce the adoption rate of the GET Service platform in the 
market. Furthermore, the effort of redeveloping messaging standards (designing, developing, 
implementing) is too high for the life cycle of the project. 

Real-time data must be added to the existing dataset for exchange to bring the planning and control 
functions to a higher level. There are currently many systems to provide this type of data, but there 
is no centralised system which covers this. Port Community Systems have part of the data, mainly 
on events occurring in the ports (e.g. gate-in and gate-out data of hinterland modes of transport at 
the gates of terminals; actual time of arrival data of sea vessels; status data on the cargo of sea 
vessels). Real-time data on the transport modes travelling on the connected infrastructure (road, 
rail, inland waterways from and to the port) is currently lacking, however. This information is needed 
to create a more reliable planning and operation of multi-modal logistics. The GET Service platform 
is designed to provide this. 

As mentioned, the data is available, but its availability has not yet been centralised. This implies that 
an integral view on the actual status of the overall supply chain is not achieved yet. Connectivity of 
all partners in specific supply chains, for instance a TSP and a terminal operator, has been realised 
on planning level – the TSP has made an appointment to bring or pick-up a container and the 
terminal operator has made the planning for this appointment (resources, equipment). Using real-
time data, for instance traffic information, could provide valuable insight whether the TSP will be on 
time and whether the planning of the terminal operator is still realistic.   

Furthermore, a large group of transport companies do not at present have any devices to monitor 
capacity and actual transport. Message standards to exchange this kind of real-time information are 
not yet broadly implemented. 
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Besides the real-time data and the availability of it, the GET Service project also deals with new 
information flows, which are not in place yet and are not covered via other information exchanges. 
These new information flows are: 
 

• from infrastructure managers to GET Control (status of infrastructures); 
• from transport service providers to GET Control (voyage schemes, capacity); 
• from the logistic service providers to GET Routing (transport options). 

For real-time information and new information flows, the following messages from the E-freight 
framework will be examined: 

• Transport progress status (TSP) 
• Transport service description (TSD) 
• Transport Status (TS) 
• Multimodal electronic waybill (MWB) 

 
The GET Service core platform will be designed so that if actors in the logistic chain request to 
make use of the e-Freight messages, the platform will be able to facilitate this. This implies that the 
platform should be able to translate e-Freight messages into other standards, for example, the 
EDIFACT standard. This should be done when there is sufficient demand from the market, i.e. when 
there is an actual business case. 
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Appendix 1 – e-Freight messages for GET services 
 
e-Freight project 
Message diagrams from EFF.EAP model architecture version: 5 November 2012. 
 
The figures represent the messages relevant for the GET project, as mentioned in Chapter 4 of this 
deliverable. 
 
 

 
Figure 7. e-Freight; transport progress status (TPS) 

class TransportProgressStatus

«Message»
TransportProgressStatus

+ CustomizationID:  Identifier [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ IssueDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ IssueTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ ProfileID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ StatusAvailableIndicator:  Indicator
+ UBLVersionID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::Party

«BBIE»
+ EndpointID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ IndustryClassificationCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ WebsiteURI:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::

TransportSchedule

«BBIE»
+ ReferenceDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ ReferenceTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ ReliabilityPercent:  Percent. Type [0..1]
+ Remarks:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ SequenceNumberID:  Identifier. Type

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::TransportMeans

«BBIE»
+ JourneyID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ RegistrationNationality:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ RegistrationNationalityID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ TransportMeansTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::

DocumentReference

«BBIE»
+ DocumentDescription:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ DocumentType:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ DocumentTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type
+ IssueDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ IssueTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ VersionID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

+ReceiverParty

0..1

1

+SenderParty

0..1

+TransportProgressStatusRequestDocumentReference

0..1

+SourceIssuerParty

0..1

0..*

+OwnerParty
«Re-added»

0..1
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Figure 8. e-Freight; transport status (TS) 

 

class TransportationStatus

«Message»
TransportationStatus

+ CustomizationID:  Identifier [0..1]
+ Description:  Text [0..*]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ IssueDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ IssueTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ ProfileID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ TransportationStatusTypeCode:  Code [0..1]
+ UBLVersionID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Consignment

«BBIE»
+ AnimalFoodIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ ChargeableWeightMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ ConsignmentQuantity:  Quantity. Type [0..1]
+ CustomsClearanceServiceInstructions:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ DeclaredCustomsValueAmount:  Amount. Type [0..1]
+ DeclaredForCarriageValueAmount:  Amount. Type [0..1]
+ DeliveryInstructions:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ GrossVolumeMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ GrossWeightMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ HandlingCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ HandlingInstructions:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ HazardousRiskIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ HumanFoodIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type
+ InsuranceValueAmount:  Amount. Type [0..1]
+ LivestockIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ LoadingLengthMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ NetNetWeightMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ NetVolumeMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ NetWeightMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ Remarks:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ SpecialServiceInstructions:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ SplitConsignmentIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ SummaryDescription:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ TotalGoodsItemQuantity:  Quantity. Type [0..1]
+ TotalInvoiceAmount:  Amount. Type [0..1]
+ TotalTransportHandlingUnitQuantity:  Quantity. Type [0..1]

«Re-added»
+ BrokerAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ BulkCargoIndicator:  Indicator. Type
+ CarrierAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ ConsigneeAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ ConsignorAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ ContainerizedIndicator:  Indicator. Type
+ DeclaredStatisticsValueAmount:  Amount. Type
+ FreightForwarderAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ GeneralCargoIndicator:  Indicator. Type
+ SpecialInstructions:  Text. Type
+ SpecialSecurityIndicator:  Indicator. Type
+ TariffCode:  Code. Type
+ TariffDescription:  Text. Type

«Proposed to UBL»
+ TotalPackageQuantity:  Quantity. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Location

«BBIE»
+ Description:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ InformationURI:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ LocationTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ Name:  Name [0..1]

«ABIE»
Period

«BBIE»
+ EndDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ EndTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ StartDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ StartTime:  Time. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
TransportEvent

«BBIE»
+ Description:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ OccurrenceDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ OccurrenceTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ TransportEventTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
DocumentReference

«BBIE»
+ DocumentDescription:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ DocumentType:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ DocumentTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type
+ IssueDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ IssueTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ VersionID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Party

«BBIE»
+ EndpointID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ IndustryClassificationCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ WebsiteURI:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

+ChildConsignment 0..*
+UpdatedDeliveryTransportEvent

0..10..*

+SenderParty

0..1

+UpdatedPickupTransportEvent

0..1

+StatusPeriod

0..*

+ReceiverParty

0..1

0..*

+TransportationStatusRequestDocumentReference

0..1

+TransportExecutionPlanDocumentReference

0..1

+StatusLocation 0..*
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Figure 9. e-Freight; transport service description (TSD) 

 
Figure 10. e-Freight; multimodal electronic waybill (MWB) 

 

 
 

class TransportServ iceDescription

«Message»
TransportServ iceDescription

+ CustomizationID:  Identifier [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ IssueDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ IssueTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ ProfileID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ ResponseCode:  Code [0..1]
+ ServiceName:  Name [0..1]
+ UBLVersionID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::Party

«BBIE»
+ EndpointID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ IndustryClassificationCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ WebsiteURI:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::Period

«BBIE»
+ EndDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ EndTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ StartDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ StartTime:  Time. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::TransportationServ ice

«BBIE»
+ Name:  Name [0..1]
+ NominationDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ NominationTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ SequenceNumeric:  Numeric [0..1]
+ TransportationServiceDescription:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ TransportationServiceDetailsURI:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ TransportServiceCode:  Code. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework 

Classes::PaymentTerms

«BBIE»
+ Amount:  Amount [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier [0..1]
+ Note:  Text [0..*]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::

DocumentReference

«BBIE»
+ DocumentDescription:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ DocumentType:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ DocumentTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type
+ IssueDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ IssueTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ VersionID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

+TransportationService 0..*

+ServiceChargePaymentTerms

0..1

+ReceiverParty

0..1

+ValidityPeriod 0..1

+TransportServiceDescriptionRequestDocumentReference

0..1

+SenderParty

0..1

+TransportServiceProviderParty

0..1

class MultimodalWaybill

«Message»
MultimodalWaybill

«MWB»
+ ConsigneeRemarks:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ ConsignorRemarks:  Text. Type [0..*]

«BBIE»
+ CustomizationID:  Identifier. Type
+ ID:  Identifier. Type
+ IssueDate:  Date. Type
+ IssueTime:  Time. Type
+ ProfileID:  Identifier. Type
+ TransportExecutionPlanReference:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ TransportServiceProviderRemarks:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ UBLVersionID:  Identifier. Type
+ VersionID:  Identifier. Type

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::

DocumentReference

«BBIE»
+ DocumentDescription:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ DocumentType:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ DocumentTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type
+ IssueDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ IssueTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ VersionID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::Party

«BBIE»
+ EndpointID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ IndustryClassificationCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ WebsiteURI:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

ShipmentStage

«MWB»
ShipmentStage::ShipmentStage

«BBIE»
::ShipmentStage
+ ID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ TransportMeansTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ TransportModeCode:  Transport Mode_ Code. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::Consignment

«BBIE»
+ AnimalFoodIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ ChargeableWeightMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ ConsignmentQuantity:  Quantity. Type [0..1]
+ CustomsClearanceServiceInstructions:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ DeclaredCustomsValueAmount:  Amount. Type [0..1]
+ DeclaredForCarriageValueAmount:  Amount. Type [0..1]
+ DeliveryInstructions:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ GrossVolumeMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ GrossWeightMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ HandlingCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ HandlingInstructions:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ HazardousRiskIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ HumanFoodIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type
+ InsuranceValueAmount:  Amount. Type [0..1]
+ LivestockIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ LoadingLengthMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ NetNetWeightMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ NetVolumeMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ NetWeightMeasure:  Measure. Type [0..1]
+ Remarks:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ SpecialServiceInstructions:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ SplitConsignmentIndicator:  Indicator. Type [0..1]
+ SummaryDescription:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ TotalGoodsItemQuantity:  Quantity. Type [0..1]
+ TotalInvoiceAmount:  Amount. Type [0..1]
+ TotalTransportHandlingUnitQuantity:  Quantity. Type [0..1]

«Re-added»
+ BrokerAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ BulkCargoIndicator:  Indicator. Type
+ CarrierAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ ConsigneeAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ ConsignorAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ ContainerizedIndicator:  Indicator. Type
+ DeclaredStatisticsValueAmount:  Amount. Type
+ FreightForwarderAssignedID:  Identifier. Type
+ GeneralCargoIndicator:  Indicator. Type
+ SpecialInstructions:  Text. Type
+ SpecialSecurityIndicator:  Indicator. Type
+ TariffCode:  Code. Type
+ TariffDescription:  Text. Type

«Proposed to UBL»
+ TotalPackageQuantity:  Quantity. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::TransportEv ent

«BBIE»
+ Description:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ OccurrenceDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ OccurrenceTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ TransportEventTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::Signature

«Re-added»
+ CanonicalizationMethod:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ Note:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ SignatureMethod:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ ValidationDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ ValidationTime:  Time. Type [0..1]

«BBIE»
+ ID:  Identifier

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::TransportMeans

«BBIE»
+ JourneyID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ RegistrationNationality:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ RegistrationNationalityID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ TransportMeansTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::TransportExecutionTerms

«BBIE»
+ ChangeConditions:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ TransportServiceProviderSpecialTerms:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ TransportUserSpecialTerms:  Text. Type [0..*]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::Contract

«Re-added»
+ ContractType:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ ContractTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ Description:  Text. Type [0..*]
+ NominationDate:  Date. Type [0..1]
+ NominationTime:  Time. Type [0..1]
+ VersionID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]

«BBIE»
+ ID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ Note:  Text. Type [0..*]

«ABIE»
Common Framework Classes::Location

«BBIE»
+ Description:  Text. Type [0..1]
+ ID:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ InformationURI:  Identifier. Type [0..1]
+ LocationTypeCode:  Code. Type [0..1]
+ Name:  Name [0..1]

+ChildConsignment 0..*

+ConsigneeParty

0..1

+ConsignorParty

0..1

+SubsidiaryLocation 0..*

0..*

+SignatoryParty
«Re-added»

1

+DriverParty

0..*

+ContractDocumentReference

0..*

0..1

«MWB» 0..*

+ActualDepartureTransportEvent
«MWB»

0..1

+TransportContract
«MWB»

1

«MWB»

0..*

0..*

+ActualArrivalTransportEvent
«MWB»

0..1

0..1

+FreightForwarderParty
«MWB»

0..1

«MWB» 1..*

+IssuerParty
«MWB»

1

«MWB» 1

+AccompanyingDocument
«MWB»

0..*

+IssueLocation
«MWB»

0..1

+PhysicalLocation

0..1

+AdditionalParty
«MWB»

0..*

+CarrierParty

0..1


